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OUR Organization

- Fiscal transparency
- Reorganization under unified and representative board
- Strong leadership, well-run operation
- Volunteer-driven, membership-funded
The Future is Bright!

How do we know we’re on the right track?

● Strong reorganization with more ways for you to engage and participate, and a single unified association board making decisions
● Strong, strategic leadership
● Volunteer member engagement is way up
● Financial strength: Membership numbers are growing
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A step ahead, and in step
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What can A4L do for me?

- A step ahead, and in step
  - GESS, PODs, DSU, P-20W+
  - Continued development of a modern, scalable, superior data standard
  - Continued support and improvements to privacy agreements (NDPA v2) and the Registry
What can I do for A4L?

- Work
- Recruit
- Evangelize
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Let’s hit a home run
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